Abstract. Natural bundles admitting natural lifting of linear connections Eire characterized. Corollaries are presented. Some other similar results are obtained, too.
Introduction
The purpose of the present note is to give a complete characterization of natural bundles F admitting natural operators D lifting classical linear connections V on M into classical linear connections D(V) on FM. We give an example of a natural bundle F which does not admit such natural operator D.
By a similar method we give a complete characterization of natural bundles F admitting natural operators D lifting Riemannian metric g on manifolds M into Riemannian metrics or linear connections D(g) on FM.
We also prove that given a natural bundle F, a linear connection V on M induces some canonical isomorphism between FM and some natural bundle FM of order 1. This fact reduces the classification of natural operators from manifolds with linear connections.
We also obtain that any natural bundle FM does not admit canonical linear connections. Using this fact we prove that symplectic structures ui on M do not induce canonical linear connections on any natural bundle FM.
All manifolds and maps are assumed to be of class C°°. Manifolds are assumed to be finite dimensional and without boundaries. 
Conversely, suppose that such V exists. Let V be a classical linear connection on a m-manifold M. We define a classical linear connection -DM(V) on FM as follows. Let v € F X M, x € M. Let ^ be a normal coordinate system on (M, V) with centrum x. We have the classical linear connection I/J,V x V on some open neighborhood of {0} x F in FR m = R m x F. We define DM{^)V to be the image of (y?*V x V) Fip ( v ) by The definition of Z)M(V) is correct because V is G7(M)-invariant and another normal coordinate system ip of (M, V) with centrum x is of the form ip = A o ip for some A 6 Gl(m) We define S to be the difference tensor field of V and D(V). We see that S\T X M x T X M x T*M = 0 for all x G M. Thus we have. Proof. In the proof of Corollary 11 we consider 0 instead of 0.
•
Section 4
It is well-known that every positive definite Riemannian metric g : TM Qm TM -• R on TM (i.e. positive definite Riemmannian tensor field on M) induces canonically a positive definite Riemannian metric g p,q : 
Section 5
Using normal coordinates we easily seen.
THEOREM 5. Let F, G : M.fm -• TM. be natural bundles. Suppose that there is a Gl(m)-equivariant map (p : F -• G between the standard fibers. Then for any m-manifold M with a classical linear connection V there is a canonical map <P(m,v) '• ^M -> GM "extending "(p. If (p is a diffeomorphism, then so is <P(m,v) • If additionally F, G : Mf m -• VB are vector natural bundles and dp is linear, then tp(My)
a vector bundle map. Denote r -Ord(F). Then C is of order r. Since C(X) covers X, C -TT + V for some vertical operator V. But TT is of order r + 1 and not is of order r and V is of order r (see [5; Appendix] We can generalize Corollaries 16 and 17 as follows. 
